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Introduction

Background:

• Human longevity continues to increase

• Mortality improvements in different populations are correlated

• Life insurers: 1. mortality risk hedge 2. more accurate mortality prediction for small populations

• Predict the mortality for multiple populations and find the potential relationships

We propose a new hybrid neural network approach for estimating and predicting the mortality 

rates of multiple populations

• Includes economic conditions into mortality prediction (e.g., Hanewald, 2011)

• Combines convolutional neural network (CNN) layers and a long short-term memory 

(LSTM) structure
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Multi-Population Mortality Modeling

Li and Lee model (Li and Lee, 2005)

GDP-LL model (Boonen and Li, 2015)

Our proposed model:

1. Uses a hybrid neural network structure – CNN + LSTM

2. Finds linear and non-linear relationships between mortality and GDP

3. Predicts gross domestic product (GDP) per capita and mortality rates simultaneously for 

multiple populations
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Our proposed model

Convolutional layer

produces new feature values 

by convolution operation 

between the raw input data

Pooling layer

produces a lower dimension 

matrix

LSTM

learns long-term dependencies
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Correlations
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Data: Human Mortality Database (HMD) for the years 1971 to 2018

Real GDP per capita data are obtained from the World Bank



MSE for Mortality rates predictions
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Data: Human Mortality Database (HMD) for the years 1971 to 2018

Real GDP per capita data are obtained from the World Bank

MSE for Countries



Mortality rates estimation and prediction
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Data: Human Mortality Database (HMD) for the years 1971 to 2018

Real GDP per capita data are obtained from the World Bank
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Conclusion

We propose a hybrid neural network model for multi-population mortality 
prediction

• Uses a hybrid neural network structure – CNN + LSTM

• Make better prediction of mortality by finding linear and non-linear relationships between 
mortality and GDP

• Predicts gross domestic product (GDP) per capita and mortality rates simultaneously for 
multiple populations
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Thank you!

Contact: 

Qiqi Wang: wangqiqi_ruc@outlook.com

Katja Hanewald: k.hanewald@unsw.edu.au
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